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Led recessed ceiling lights for public buildings and oﬃces, Feb are modern and convenient analogue
of the usual ﬁxtures for ﬂuorescent lamps. Maintaining a standard design they allow you to organize a
completely new economical and reliable led lighting. Available with diﬀerent lens - frosted or
prismatic and mirrored raster grid. LED luminaires with special light distribution spotlights designed
for General and decorative lighting of architectural objects and salesrooms of the backlight billboards
create light eﬀects lighting of public spaces, etc. are modern eﬃcient replacement for the halogen
projectors IO. The same installation they are less capricious in operation and have a wider range of
possibilities. LED light with high dustproof waterproof protection and a powerful light stream is
prepared for mounting to brackets or mast street lights are designed for lighting roads urban and
industrial outdoor areas where you want wide coverage, etc. are modern eﬃcient replacement for
traditional street lamps CGS or HCS ordinary street lamps. Lamp BUG from the English. the bug is
used in a utilitarian light oﬃce and industrial buildings can be used for corridor lighting in hotels,
clinics and other public buildings. Is protected from vandals. Led downlight DL LED used in the lighting
of the giant urban malls neighborhood shopping centers quarterly supermarkets and small
convenience stores. It can be easily integrated into suspended ceilings of Armstrong type suspended
or plasterboard ceilings is the perfect round in shape and ﬁts easily into any interior. Lamps DS And
version DS opal glass LEDs are used in lighting stairways and corridors of hospitals and halls of
cinemas. Installed in a wall niche. It is an eﬀective and aesthetically ﬂawless way utilitarian lighting.
Recessed wall luminaires NBR 20 LED are used for architectural illumination of public, residential and
administrative buildings. Come with CREE LEDs made in the USA and led the Korean concern
SAMSUNG. Led luminaires NBR 42 are used for architectural lighting of administrative and residential
buildings factory buildings. They can be embedded in the wall outside or inside a building also they
are suitable for installation in the stair tread. Led lamp NBS 60 LED is used in cases when there is no
possibility or no need for
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